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that were in that and put them up on top of this and attempt to go further.

That happens over and over. in criticism . I thought I would get far

enough to give some instances of it today but I see that if I id I would

run past that clock and so I think that I will have to stop at this point

for today, but I want to stress this fact, when we look at the fact

we have nothing to fear. God created all the facts of the universe and

the Bible is a series of facts. It is the God's revelation of facts in

a shere which is not reachable, by us and they are just as definitely

facts as they are the facts of the rocks and the trees and the chemical

elements. They are facts which we secure in another way. 1e secure

them through God's ,-ID them to us just as most of the facts which any
are

individual has in science secured by their being communicated to

him by some other scientist. Now we have these facts and here they are.

Let us study them, let us see exactly what they mean. And oh how common

it is in our churches for us to make great movements even whole

denominations resting upon somebodys intrepretaion of two or three verses

of the scripture. Let's see what the scripture says, If God thinks
(3)

a thing is vital you can be sure he is precedice. If he thinks a thing

should be the primary thing in any group of people,, you c,,-jai be sLve

that it is clear enough that if a person will honestly and carefully go

to the Bible he will find that it is stated there. You will find that he

doesn't nedd to say, Now I intrepreted this way and everybody who

intreprets it this way ought to stand together with me. It is not necessary.

$ What is vital is clear and positive and definite in the scripure

and on the other hand there are matters in the scriptures which are clear

and positive and definite which thousands of Christians simply ignore

and pay absolutely no attention to. And it is not honoring to the Lord.

Let us pray. Oh God our Father we thank thee for the facts about thy

word. We thank thee for this word Thou hast given us that is entirely

tnue. and that most of the attacks against it when we examine L1/M/ the
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